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Say Something

Abstract
This is a film review of *Say Something* (2023), directed by Agustina Aranda.
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This slamdance film festival review is available in Journal of Religion & Film: https://digitalcommons.unomaha.edu/jrf/vol28/iss1/34
In this short film, Katie Agustina Aranda reflects on her relationship with her father through the course of her life. Her father, an immigrant from Paraguay, has himself made home videos for decades, and so she has the ability to use this material to document his life and her life with him. She has found that their relationship has become strained over the years, and the poignant videos of herself as a child with her father contrast with the silence that exists between them now.

The film juxtaposes past and present footage, and also uses animation, to suggest the distance between them that exists. There is also a confrontation as she reminds him that he said she was ugly as a teenager when she experimented with her hair; he does not remember, and he then becomes angry. At the Slamdance Festival screening, she was clearly emotional as she indicated that she made this film to articulate her frustration and pain—but there is no revelation or happy resolution. Relationships with parents can be hard, but they form part of who we are, and this short film packs a lot of reflection on that into its ten minutes.